1. **General Subject Area**

Contents: Boelcke (p. 44), Guynemer (p. 64), Lufbery (p. 69), Fonck (p. 97), Voss (p. 109)
D 600 .C3 (Oversize)
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

D 600 .C56

D 600 .C77

D 600 .D77


UGB 290 .F78 1992 (Reference)

D 600 .F98

Contents:
Georges Guynemer of the Storks (p.22-39)
Raoul Lufbery and the *Escadrille Lafayette* (p. 77-99)
Edward Mannock, Britain’s Leading Ace (p. 100-113)
D 600 .G98
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves
Contents:
Chapter 5 Three French Fliers, Roland Garros, Georges Guynemer, René Fonck
Chapter 6 A Salute to Lafayette
UGB 290 .H42

D 606 .H88 1996

Contents:
Chapter 2 Oswald Boelcke: The Veteran
Chapter 3 Werner Voss: the ‘Flying Hussar’
Chapter 5 Mick Mannock, VC: the One-Eyed Ace
Chapter 11 Lufbery – the Tactician
Chapter 14 Guynemer: the Legend
Chapter 15 René Fonck: Ace of Aces
D 600 .J33

Contents:
Chapter 6 And Their Rivals (Boelcke included)
Chapter 10 Four French Aces – and a Belgian Balloon Killer (Fonck and Guynemer included)
Chapter 11 The British Again (Mannock included)
Chapter 13 Two Lives (Ernst Udet and Werner Voss)
Chapter 14 The Escadrille Lafayette
Chapter 16 Some American Aces (Lufbery included)
D 600 .L85 1995
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

D 603 .M39h
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

D 600 .O91 1961
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

D 600 .R46
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves
Contents:
The British Section by J.M. Bruce, pages 9-47
The French Section by D.A.S. McKay, pages 48-85
The American Section by Capt. E.F. Heyn, pages 86-115
The German Section by H.J. Nowarra, pages 161-197
D 600 .R64
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

UGB 290 .U36
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

Contents:
Gervais Raoul Lufbery, p. 63-
Edward Cunningham Mannock, p. 227-
René Fonck, p. 267-
Georges Guynemer, p. 275-
Oswald Boelcke, p. 313-
Werner Voss, p. 361-
D 600 .W59h

D 600 .W59
2. **Georges Guynemer**


Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves


3. **Mick Mannock**


https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=f6h&AN=8Q384258787&site=eds-live&scope=site

or

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/world-war-one/inside-first-world-war/part-eight/10741989/mick-mannock-victoria-cross.html


Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

Bradbeer, Thomas G. "Always Above": Major Edward 'Mick' Mannock in World War I." *Air Power History*, vol. 53, no. 1, Spring 2006, pp. 28-43. EBSCOhost


Browne, O'Brien. "The Passion and the Fury: RAF Flight Leader Edward 'Mick' Mannock Devoted His Meteoric Combat Career to Teaching Squadron Mates How to Survive in the Western Front's Deadly Skies." *Aviation History*, no. 6, 2007, p. 42. EBSCOhost


Edward Mannock. *The Aerodrome*


Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves
4. René Fonck

D 600 .S62
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

D 603 .F67


René Fonck. *The Aerodrome*
5. **Oswald Boelcke**

Content: Chapter 5 The Gospel According to Boelcke
D 604 .R529

UGB 291 .B671 H43 2016 (Gimbel)

Poiencot, Kelly P. "The Father of Aerial Combat." *Aviation History*, vol. 6, no. 6, July 1996, p. 31. EBSCOhost

D 604 .B472
6. **Raoul Lufbery**

D 570.7 103d .H17 v. 1

Content: Chapter 1 Raoul Lufbery: Man of Mystery
UGB 290 .M64

D 619 .M88


D 507 .S6
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

D 600 .S62
Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves
7. **Werner Voss**


Note: 2 copies on Course Reserves

Browne, O'Brien. "The Red Baron's Lone Wolf Rival." *Aviation History*, vol. 13, no. 6, July 2003, pp. 30-36. EBSCOhost


Problem Titles:


“Guynemer and Fonck, Greatest of French Aces, Vividly Contrasted: Intimate Anecdotes Told of How They Battled the Huns in the Late War.” *The Watch on the Rhine*, 9 Oct 1920. Question: I cannot find this reference. Do you have a link to it?